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A deluxe Pokémon Sticker Book containing full color stickers of over 700 species
of Pokémon from Kanto to Kalos! 8.5" x 11.5", perfect bound, 136 pages New
Trainer’s Sticker Book: Your Sticker Guide from Kanto to Kalos! More than 700
species of Pokémon can be found in the Pokémon world—and they’re all here as
colorful, action-packed stickers! From cute Pokémon like Treecko, Torchic, and
Mudkip to feisty favorites like Pikachu, you’ll find hundreds of different stickers
featuring Pokémon old and new, complete with vital information about each of
them. You’ll also discover stickers of Mega Stones and Poké Balls, and some bonus
oversize stickers! To top it all off, this Trainer’s Sticker Book includes stickers of
dozens of Mega-Evolved Pokémon, including Mega Rayquaza, Mega Blastoise, and
Mega Latios—plus Primal Kyogre and Primal Groudon!Massive stacks of stickers
from the Galar Region! Find more than 400 amazing Pokémon in Pokémon: The
Official Sticker Book of the Galar Region - including dozens of newly discovered
Pokémon as colorful, action-packed stickers! From friendly first partner Pokémon
like Grookey, Scorbunny, and Sobble to powerful Legendary Pokémon like Zacian,
Zamazenta, and Eternatus - plus longtime favorites like Pikachu - you'll find
hundreds of different stickers featuring Pokémon for all types, complete with vital
information about each of them. To top it all off, you'll also discover awesome
bonus stickers featuring colossal Gigantamax Pokémon - so let's get
started.Legendary Stickers from Six Regions of the Pokémon World! More than
700 kinds of Pokémon can be found in the Pokémon Legendary Sticker
Collection—including dozens of Legendary Pokémon as colorful, action-packed
stickers! From friendly little Pokémon like Bulbasaur, Charmander, and Squirtle
to Pokémon that love to battle like Pikachu, Kyogre, and Rayquaza, you’ll find
hundreds of different stickers featuring Pokémon old and new, complete with vital
information about each of them. You’ll also discover Poké Ball stickers and much
more! To top it all off, this Legendary Sticker Collection includes some amazing
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oversize Legendary Pokémon stickers, so grab one today and get started!A
DELUXE POKEMON BLACK VERSION/WHITE VERSION ACTIVITY BOOK WITH
BONUS POP-OUTS 9" x 7", perfect bound, 200 pages (188 activity pages + 12pp
punch-out sheets) Fans of Pokemon can have lots of fun with this activity book
featuring their favorite Pokemon from the brand-new Unova region! Readers can
test their Pokémon knowledge with puzzles, games, trivia, and more! Spot the
impostor Pikachu and challenge Professor Juniper to a game of Sudoku! This
exciting full-color activity book offers hours of fun!Pokemon fans will be
entertained with this full-colour sticker book, which is bursting at the seams with
exciting and fun activities. Includes over 200 Pokemon stickers.Describes the
concept of the Pokemon battle, and presents descriptions of 150 charactersDress
your favorite American Girl� characters in pretty outfits with this exciting new
Ultimate Sticker Collection: American Girl Dress-Up. Packed full of colorful
stickers and fascinating facts about a host of American Girl characters, the sticker
book features full-color spreads that showcases the dolls. Dress your favorite
American Girl characters in their signature outfits, create fun new outfits, and
complete the exciting sticker scenes using more than 1,000 stickers. � 2016
American Girl. All rights reserved. American Girl and associated trademarks are
owned by and used under license from American Girl.The Force is strong with this
ultimate collectible for fans of all ages Star Wars Topps Classic Sticker Book is the
first sticker book to collect more than 250 iconic Star Wars stickers--many
reproduced in their original size--released by Topps between 1977 and 1983. As an
added bonus, this collection also includes 18 stickers from the "Journey to Star
Wars: The Force Awakens" promotion, featuring a mix of classic characters from
the original films and new characters from Episode VII. In the back are five pullout posters so you can make your own unique sticker creations on one side, or
display a recreation of a classic Topps Star Wars puzzle poster on the other.
Whether you are a lifelong Star Wars fan, or if you have just discovered the epic
saga, this is the perfect package for fans of all ages to enjoy!A Pokemon sticker
book with a deluxe flexi-bind cover containing over 650 full color stickers of
Pokemon from every region. An incredible number of Pokémon from all over the
known Pokémon world are at your fingertips to collect and stick! From the very
first Pokémon listed in the famous Pokédex—Bulbasaur—to recently discovered
Pokémon like Reshiram, Zekrom, and Kyurem, you’ll find more than 650 different
stickers of all of your favorite Pokémon, plus key information about each one of
them. Whether you are a Pokémon expert or are just beginning to discover them,
The Pokémon Mega Sticker Collection is loaded with mega-fun!Featuring more
than 1,000 stickers of the latest LEGO� City sets and minifigures, this new sticker
collection takes readers on an adventure through the bustling streets of LEGO
City. Meet brave police officers and firefighters as they work to keep LEGO City
safe. Visit the busy train station as minifigures race to catch their trains and head
to the airport where a very important arrival has just flown in. Enjoy a delicious
picnic in LEGO City park, then go to the beach and cool down in the sea. Have fun
finding the stickers for each page, and create your own lively LEGO City scenes.
LEGO, the LEGO logo, the Minifigure and the Brick and Knob configurations are
trademarks and/or copyrights of the LEGO Group. All rights reserved. �2017 The
LEGO Group. Manufactured by Dorling Kindersley, 345 Hudson St., New York, NY
10014, US under license from the LEGO Group.Celebrate your love of everything
Friends with hundreds of custom-crafted stickers inspired by the world’s greatest
sitcom. Yep, we know it, you’re a Friends superfan. It’s time to perk up your life
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with a little 1990s charm with these hand-drawn and custom-designed Friends
stickers that only the true aficionados can rock. From the trifle to the floor
cheesecake, from inside-out cat to smelly cat, and from “transponster” to
“UNAGI,” this collection of peel-and-stick stickers goes deep into the show’s
history and hilarious inside jokes. With multiple sizes for each illustration, you’ll
never run out of fun stickers to brighten up your belongings and share with your
own group of friends. The One with All the Stickers is the perfect collector’s item
and gift for fans of the iconic show.Gotta read 'em all! Scholastic's publishing
program is geared to appeal to Pokémon fans of all ages. All of Sinnoh's Pokémon
are packed into this cool sticker book! You'll find everything you need to keep
track of your collection, plus stickers of all the latest Legendary Pokemon. Over
150 stickers in all.See the Pokémon World—Sticker Style! The Pokémon Epic
Sticker Collection covers all known Pokémon from Kanto to Alola, including
Mythical and Legendary Pokémon, Ultra Beasts, and alternate forms—you get a
sticker for each Pokémon! It features each Pokémon’s full name, type, height, and
weight! Rotom Dex appears throughout the Pokémon Epic Sticker Collection with
helpful hints and additional information about some of the most interesting or
mysterious Pokémon. Take the plunge with over 1,000 stickers!The only magnet
book featuring Snivy, Oshawott, Tepig and other brand new Pokémon of the Unova
Region! Snivy, Oshawott, Tepig and their friends are ready to play! Use your
magnets in this book or any other magnet-friendly surface. Includes 8 magnets:
-Oshawott -Snivy -Tepig -Pikachu -Axew -Pansage -Reshiram -ZekromContaining
more than 600 reusable stickers, this 96-page sticker collection includes young
fans' favorite Pokmon, with bonus action poses of the most popular characters.
Full color. Consumable.Covering all eight films Harry Potter: The Sticker
Collection is the exhaustive must have-sticker omnibus for true Harry Potter fans.
More than 400 unique stickers from the Harry Potter™ film series! Harry Potter: A
Sticker Collection is the first sticker book to include reusable stickers of
characters, creatures, and magical items from all eight movies in the Harry Potte
film series! Also included are photographs from Years 1 through 7 at Hogwarts
and artwork depicting important wizarding locations such as Hogwarts,
Hogsmeade, and the Ministry of Magic. This sticker collection can be used to
relive your favorite Harry Potter moments and to decorate your locker, room, or
notebook with Harry Potter movie magic. Included are stickers of: Harry, Ron, and
Hermione VoldemortTM and the Death Eaters Magical Transportation Order of the
PhoenixTM Weasleys’ Wizard Wheezes Magical Beasts, Creatures, and Beings
Triwizard TournamentTM QuidditchTM . . . and much, much more!Welcome to
Galar! The newest Region in the world of Pokémon. Discover new Pokémon,
friends and Trainers as you complete puzzles, spot the difference and crack codes.
With super sticker activities and colouring, plus all your favourite characters, this
epic book offers hours of fun to Pokémon fans. Pokémon is one of the most
popular and successful entertainment franchises in the world, encompassing video
games, the Pokémon Trading Card Game (TCG), mobile games and apps,
animation and movies, Play! Pokémon competitive events, and licensed products.
It was first established in Japan in 1996 with the launch of the Pokémon Red and
Pokémon Green video games for the Game Boy(tm) system. The video games were
released internationally in 1998 as Pokémon Red and Pokémon Blue. More than
20 years later, Pokémon continues to be a global entertainment mainstay and pop
culture icon.Sand, Sun, and Snow: Welcome to the Pokémon of Alola! More than
300 kinds of Pokémon can be found in the Alola Region Sticker Book—including
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Island Guardians, Ultra Beasts, and Legendary Pokémon as colorful, action-packed
stickers! From friendly little Pokémon like Rowlet, Litten, and Popplio to Pokémon
that love to battle like Zygarde, Solgaleo, and Lunala, you’ll find hundreds of
different stickers featuring Pokémon old and new, complete with vital information
about each of them. You’ll also discover amazing oversize stickers of the Ultra
Beasts and Island Guardians, and much more! To create your own favorite
combinations, this sticker book also includes unique pull-out island scene pages
for beach, jungle, and mountaintop Pokémon—so grab one today and get
started!The ultimate Superstars from WWE in their own ultimate sticker and
activity book! Over 1,000 stickers, plus photos and facts featuring the men and
women of WWE! Check out the ultimate sticker book featuring the biggest
Superstars and Legends of WWE! Featuring past and present champions like John
Cena, Daniel Bryan, Becky Lynch, and Rey Mysterio, this 64-page title includes
over 1,000 stickers, fun facts and photos, and activities! Plus, foil stamping for the
cover highlights the excitement of WWE!A deluxe Pokémon Sticker Book
containing over 400 full color stickers of Pokémon from the Kalos Region! 8.5" x
11.5", perfect bound, 112 pages Over 450 species of Pokémon can be found in the
Kalos region—and now’s your chance to collect and stick them all! From cute
Pokémon like Froakie, Fennekin, and Chespin to feisty favorites like Pikachu and
Legendary Xerneas and Yveltal, you’ll find hundreds of different stickers of
Pokémon old and new, with lots of information about each of them, as well as
stickers for the Mega Stones and Poké Balls—plus bonus oversized stickers!Meet
Pikachu! This adorable shaped paper-over-board book has all the stats and facts
kids could ever want to know about the beloved Electric-type Pokémon. Full-color
illustrations throughout.Finally, proof that you are the World's Greatest Pokemon
Master! Now there's a place to keep track of your growing Pokemon collection.
Write down everything you find out while playing the game, watching the TV
cartoon, and collecting the toys.-- 150 full-color stickers. Each time you catch a
Pokemon, put a sticker in your book.-- Pokedex. Fill in all the stats about your
Pokemon: how it does in battle, its nickname, how you got it, when it evolved, and
more!-- Trainer's Notebook. Keep track of the badges you earned and the gym
leaders you defeated to get them. Write about battles with your friends' Pokemon,
the Pokemon you've traded, and more!Ideal for Super Mario fans of all ages, this
full-color activity book featuring Mario, Luigi, Princess Peach, and all their friends
from the Mushroom Kingdom of the classic Nintendo video game contains more
than 800 stickers. Consumable.Helps you record your special memories of baby's
early days, with a large storage pocket for photographs, prenatal scans and any
other treasured memorabilia. This title includes quotations from the original
Winnie-the-Pooh stories.These stickers will help collectors of Pokmon keep
organized. When they catch a Pokmon, they simply move the correlating sticker to
keep track of its progress. Full-color stickers.This sticker book contains every
Pokémon ever: from Abomasnow to Zubat! That's over 480 Pokémon--all the
classic characters, plus the most recent Sinnoh region Pokémon-- complete with
basic stats and bonus info. It's the ultimate resource for every budding Pokémon
expert.This Minecraft Official Survival Sticker Book is filled with survival tips,
secret tricks, activities, and hundreds of stickers! In this Minecraft Official
Survival Sticker Book, Minecraft fans of all ages will discover which hostile mobs
to avoid, how to build an epic base, and how to locate the best blocks and items by
completing the exciting full-color activities and using the hundreds of Minecraft
stickers inside. With so much to do, there's enough to keep young Minecrafters
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busy for hours! Minecraft is a game about placing blocks and going on adventures.
Build, play, and explore across infinitely generated worlds of mountains, caverns,
oceans, jungles, and deserts. Defeat hordes of zombies, bake the cake of your
dreams, venture to new dimensions, or build a skyscraper. What you do in
Minecraft is up to you. © 2019 Mojang AB and Mojang Synergies AB. MINECRAFT
and MOJANG are trademarks or registered trademarks of Mojang Synergies
AB.Gotta catch 'em all! This epic Pokémon sticker collection is jam-packed with
over 1001 stickers featuring Pokémon old and new from across the seven regions!
Explore the city in Kanto, the mountaintops in Johto, the beach in Alola - and lots
more! Re-create epic battles and use your stickers to complete the scenes in the
ultimate Pokémon sticker book.Welcome to Outdoor School: Spot & Sticker
Animals—a sticker jungle filled with gorgeous jaguars, beautiful bears, and so
much more! Finally--a sticker book for the curious and the adventurous. The
Outdoor School Sticker series from Odd Dot delivers the natural wonders of the
world in gorgeous, scientifically-accurate stickers. Peel and stick hundreds of
extravagant illustrations to decorate greeting cards, letters, packages, classroom
notebooks, scrapbooks, cell phone cases—anything your heart desires! For the
curious-minded, each animal is identified by name. Full of unique, hand painted
portraits of animals, these stickers make the perfect gift for animal-lovers,
crafters, scrapbookers, and sticker lovers.It's Pokmon puzzle power. Over 64 pages
of activities, quizzes, Sudoku, and more--all starring the latest Pokmon. Full color.
Consumable.Mazes, connect-the-dots, matching, and more! Hours of hands-on
Pokémon fun develops critical thinking skills! Pages glow in the dark!All the
newest Pokémon are packed into this Super Sticker book! Kids will find everything
they need to keep track of their Pokémon collections, plus stickers of Ash and his
traveling companions.Team Rocket is taking a break from stealing Pokmon. Now,
they're stealing Christmas presents! Ash and his friends must team up with
Santa's Pokmon, Jynx, to save Christmas. Can they stop Team Rocket before it's
too late? Full-color illustrations. Consumable.Presents a series of picture pairs,
mazes, match-ups, and silhouette puzzles using Pokâemon characters, with
answers at the end of the text.A deluxe Stickerbook for Pokemon Black
Version/White Version (Unova Region) With more than 500 full-color stickers, this
64-page sticker collection includes all the Pokémon found in the Unova region of
Pokémon Black Version and Pokémon White Version. Kids can use a variety of big
and small stickers to build their own scenes around their favorite Pokémon. The
book has more than just stickers—readers can test their knowledge with page after
page of amazing facts about these recently discovered Pokémon. This deluxe
sticker book allows for hours of unlimited play with all your favorites!
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